inspired the purely republican dogma of

"Runny Runny"

Capt. Johnston Hill & Remson

is to draw tears of gratitude on our eyes, and that
second office in the gift of the people is to be accorded to
ours, even below the sea, the very city of intellects, which he
is surrounded. What a comment political advancement
of every thing else connected with that man, whose character
was so as fine, and unclouded in spirit, as the
benignity of that land! The American people might
have by cause to blush for their choice.

If in our age, public remembrances must be the mark
of military service, why not promote him in the profession
which service was rendered? Because, says the绅士, it
would be increasing the labor of the soldiers in his
catholic recognition. Indeed! Sure does he suppose
the office of Foe. Such a holy day, a month so far
from care and trouble, that the Court, in comfort and
time to officers and pay

Not on our brows found we victorious wreaths;
Nor bruised arms hung up for ornaments;
Nor storm alarms turned to joyous meetings;
Our dearful march to delightfull measures.

You permit us. It would be more like transplanting
the head-roots, from the high oak soil, the hardy oak
already white, with the morn of ages, into the hallowed
roots of a metropolitan garden. In the dew-bath of life, joy
and wise mental deposit, breaks up the constitution,
and what do those mental instuctions occasioned by
part animosity and and personal attention to busi-
ness up, the veteran would not he want to honorable retirement
at least be would prefer the highest promotion in the
profession to which he was accustomed.